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Brief Overview of the Case
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Taylor Blair has a passion for helping pets in distress – wounded, disabled and abandoned

Blair rescues deceased neighbor’s dogs, some of which were severely injured as a result of the fire that killed the 
neighbor

Blair starts with a change bottle at his place of work, incorporates an entity in Minnesota called MN Nice Pet Rescue

With Alex Knott, Blair develops a website and UFundUs site to solicit funds to help pay for dogs’ care and medical 
needs  Skylar McMahon was a volunteer at the MNPR dog shelter.

Blair starts raising 10s of thousands of dollars, some by direct solicitation of individuals who have been sympathetic 
to the cause of rescuing disabled pets

One such person, Jay Buchanan, gave Blair thousands of dollars; the last amount was for $25,000

Buchanan, searching on the MNPR website, recognized one dog he thought he had helped but the dog had a 
different name and different problems/needs

Buchanan contacts the MN Attorney General’s office which refers the investigation to Stearns County

River Charles of Stearns County Forensic Crimes investigates and alleges several suspicious expenditures.  Some of 
Charles’ conclusions questioned by Jordan Carpenter, forensic accountant for the defense



Brief Review of the Law: Pleadings

o What is a ‘pleading’? 

oCriminal Complaint – charges defendant with crime 

oPretrial Order – court ruling on pretrial issues 

o‘Special Interrogatory’

oStipulations – deemed true for purposes of case (and argument)

oJury Instructions – would be given by judge after close of case 
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Brief Review of the Law:  Theft by Swindle

➢ Charge: Theft by Swindle, Minnesota Statute § 609.52  

The essence of a swindle is cheating another person by a 
deliberate artifice or scheme. It is not necessary that the victim had 
a special confidence in the defendant. A swindle can be 
accomplished by false representation as to either past or future 
facts. A swindle may include a trick or a scheme consisting of 
mere words and actions, and it does not require the use of some 
mechanical or other device.

➢The value of the money taken by swindle determines the maximum 
sentence the defendant faces. 

➢Small amount: misdemeanor

➢Big amount: felony

➢The State bears the burden of proof beyond a reasonable doubt for each 
element in this case
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Case Chronology
Fall 2016 – Winter 2017 

➢Fall 2016: Blair jumps into action! 

➢Winter 2016: Blair starts taking donations 

➢February 2017: Personal donations -> 
charity organization MNPR 
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Taylor Blair: Defendant, MNPR co-owner  

Veteran, dog lover 
Dedicated to helping dogs
Business expenses v. personal benefit? 

Alex Knott: Prosecution Witness, MNPR co-
owner

No-fuss business professional 
Helped build organization, can testify 
about business details 
Personal observations v. opinions?  



Case Chronology
July 2017 – August 2018  
➢July 2017: MNPR posts page on UFundUs

➢June 2018: Buchanan starts donating 

➢July 2018: MNPR receives grant money 
➢Charles’s investigation goes back to July 1, 
2018

➢August 2018: Blair improves kennels out at 
“The Farm” 
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Jay Buchanan: Prosecution Witness, victim of alleged 
theft 

Donated small fortune to MNPR
Tuff, Sammy, Sparky, Toby, Kirby, and Gus - oh my!

Skylar McMahon: Defense Witness, MNPR 
volunteer 

Saw the organization grow 
Dedicated to MNPR – and Blair? 



Case Chronology
Winter 2018 
➢November donations  
➢Buchanan must really love dogs!

➢Blair hosts MNPR holiday party 

➢December 1, 2018 – May 1, 2019: 
the 6-month range for criminal charges of theft
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Tip: As with most allegations of theft from an 
organization, there are a lot expenses, and 
some of them will be legitimate. 

Be choosy in your challenge

Don’t lose the forest for the trees!

And don’t lose the trees for the forest!



Case Chronology
January – February 2019 
➢ January donations 

➢ Grants  

➢ Buchanan, “He A Little Confused, But He Got 
The Spirit.” 

➢February expenses 

➢New Truck 

➢The 1981 Broadway classic, Cats!
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Case Chronology
March - April 2019 
➢March Donations 
➢Business is good! 

➢Outdoor pool 
➢“puppy pool party”

➢Personal luxury? Or legitimate business expense? 
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Tip: Facts are messy! 

Track who, what, where, when, why? 

Sometimes you don’t have the answer, 

sometimes all you have are inferences -

and argument, of course. 



Case Chronology
Battle of the “Experts”

Call them as experts or fact witnesses? 
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Jordan Carpenter: Defense witness, Forensic 
Accountant, 

Certified CPA and former UFundUs investigator 

Paid consultant 

“River Charles? More like Wrong-er Charles.”

River Charles: Prosecution witness, Forensic and 
Financial Crimes Analyst 

Experience and investigation 

Analyzed the business records 

Pay attention to timeline and scope of 
investigation 



Case Timeline 

Fall 2016 Spring 2019 

Timeline of Case: Fall 2016 – Spring 2019 

Scope of Charles’s investigation: July 2018 – June 2019 

6-month period for criminal charges: December 2018 – May 2019 
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Exhibits

Exhibits 1-2 River Charles’s documents 

Exhibits 3-4, 6-7 MNPR official records 

Exhibit 5 April 2019 pool contract 

Exhibit 8 “The Farm” pool pictures 

Exhibit 9  Puppy Pictures Posted susPiciously

Exhibit 10  Blair’s - or MNPR’s - new truck 
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Things to Keep in Mind

❖Tax-exempt status – DO NOT GO DOWN THIS PATH!

❖Balance Sheet:  the document has been altered, by computer and/or by hand

❖Numbers on Balance Sheet and Statement of Revenues and Expenses do not add up –
YOU need to decide what to make of that (depending on whether you are the defense 
or prosecution)
➢Is this theft by swindle?  Bad judgement on the part of a contributor?  Amateur 

bookkeeping?

❖ Exhibits 6 & 7 – the numbers documents – don’t assume they prove or disprove 
anything!
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Helpful Hints:  Presentation

❖Reading from Notes

❖Moving Around – Using Hands, Moving Across the 
Screen

❖Look Like You’re Listening to the Witnesses’ 
Responses

❖Taking Notes – Shows You’re Listening, Preparing 
Responses
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Questions?

Please direct Case Clarification Questions to Kim Basting at:

Answers will be published to all participants

Check the Mock Trial Website for additional information and resources

Thank you for participating in Mock Trial!
Good Luck!
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